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Vista Canyon Transportation Center Construction

Measure M: $3,216,000

This project will help construct the Vista Canyon Multimodal Transportation Center. This center is

part of a larger transit-oriented development in Vista Canyon Ranch, and will serve as Santa Clarita

Valley’s major eastern transfer point for commuting passengers. The Multimodal Center consists of

a 7 bay transit center, a 500 space park and ride; and a new rail station. Specifically this project

will include:

1. One mile of new railroad track and signal improvements (including positive train control) along

with earthwork and drainage improvements along the right-of-way

2. A new 25,000 square foot center platform (including canopies, benches, mini-platform, light

poles and other fixtures)

3. A grade separated pedestrian access tunnel from the pedestrian plaza and Bus Transit Center

and fencing

4. Removal of an existing turnout and “east” siding

5. Construction of new parallel rail track and rail bridge

6. Installation of a new rail signal

This project will be surrounded by a mix of residential and commercial development and will

provide direct access for residents and employees alike and minimize the first/last mile barriers

commonly associated with public transportation. All of the project’s residential units are within

walking distance of Vista Canyon Ranch’s commercial, employment and recreational areas as well

as the proposed rail station.

Bus Stop Improvements in the Valencia Industrial Center

Measure M:  $892,000

This project will work simultaneously with the Valencia Industrial Center Bicycle and Pedestrian

Improvements Phase I and II. The project will focus on sidewalk improvements in the following

areas; both sides of Avenue Scott, west to the intersection of Avenue Rockefeller and continuing

on Avenue Tibbitts, Avenue Scott to Rye Canyon Road, and along a portion of Rye Canyon Road.

This project is part of an ongoing effort to improve overall mobility within the Valencia Industrial

Center and the sidewalk improvements will greatly provide Santa Clarita residents direct access to

local transit bus stops along Avenue Scott and Rye Canyon Road.



Service Expansion to Vista Canyon

Measure M: $2,180,000

Following the completion of the Vista Canyon Multimodal Center, Santa Clarita Transit intends to

redesign the transit network to provide expanded local and commuter service to the

development. This new alignment will provide direct service to a major traffic generator on the

east side of the Santa Clarita Valley and has the potential to significantly reduce the daily

commute for customers traveling aboard Santa Clarita Transit from Canyon Country to employment

centers in downtown Los Angeles, Century City, the West San Fernando Valley, and North

Hollywood. This project would also include the purchase of new buses needed to support the

proposed service expansion.


